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Privately owned



4000+ sq ft of warehousing and production facilities

Genalog ltd is a ‘design in’
franchised distributor of
electro-mechanical
components, specialist
connector technology
and complementary
Hi-Rel 1.25mm;
Up to 50 contacts
products.
2a per contact

We pride ourselves on customer service, our depth and
breadth of stock and the long standing relationships we
have with the following manufacturers...

Assisting Design;
Skilled sales team on hand to help problem solve where
size, weight, power and performance are crucial. what
will work best and what is commercially viable?

up to 39 contacts (3 amps each) in a space
smaller than a 5 pence piece (11.3mm vs 18mm)

Product ranges to suit all design
requirements, from harsh environment
applications and mission critical MIL SPEC
parts to Medically approved connectors.



Established over 34 years ago

Micro Coax cable: 50-32awg, 50Ω, +200°C

Complementary products

Any label style possible

Cable management

Vast high quality cable options

All available to help reduce
vendors and save time



No MOV

Genalog for Value Added Services

Header and Socket cutting

Cable Assembly/Harnesses/Looms - Box Builds

Pre-prepped wire and cable

Tooling to crimp as low as 1mm pitch

-65°C/+150°C

Nano RF: 50Ω, up to 10/20 GHz



300 years experience in the connector market

100% test
ISO 9001:2015
UK manufactured
Hipot testing to 1kv
UL Wiring Harness ZPFW2/8
Tailored Supply Chain Solutions
Extensive Production Expertise since 1985
IPC/WHMA-B-620 certified staff and trainers










Our production facility
also supports the
following
manufacturers;

Ever growing library of hand and automated
tooling for all popular ranges

TE CONNECTIVITY - MOLEX
JST - HIROSE - AMPHENOL
HARTING -FCI - PANCON
WEIDMULLER - SANYO DENKI
SUNON - BINDER - LEMO
HELLERMANN TYTON
NICOMATIC
FISCHER
WAGO
SOURIAU
FM27956
E338838
& MANY
we welcome our customers to visit or audit us
MORE

in addition to those carried out by bsi and ul



Unique and Tailored Customer Service

Why Genalog?

40,000 line items and over 5 million parts in stock
Online stock check and enquiry
Stocking options for all needs;
Kanban, jit, pours, consignment stock
Holding orders (including pre-made assemblies) on tba call off basis
Next and same day delivery available
Everything necessary for professional supply chain requirements
(Anti-static bags, barcode labelling etc)
UL, BSI, IPC approval
Full date, lot, batch code traceability with
manufacturer certificate of conformity

E338838

Call Us On +44 (0) 1580 753754
Fax Us On +44 (0) 1580 752979
Email Us at: sales@genalog.com

FM27956

“When the connection is key”
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